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Abstract
In this paper an overall analysis has been done about the relationship between the Rahu and the
Computer networking has been predicted. Its transit over the natal Ketu will lead to inverse return and the
effects of this phenomenon is related to many areas of life. In this article the focus is given to the effect
of Rahu on computer and networking as today’s world is computer world. The mobile communication
and computer networking became the integral part of todays’ world. In this paper the brief idea of the
inverse transition of Rahu and Ketu is given and the relationship of Rahu and Computer has been
implemented.
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Introduction
Rahu is known as the north node and it is termed as a malefic planet. In vedic astrology Rahu’s
structure has no body, it has only a head [1]. Now if we consider a computer then it is also
having a structure which resembles a head with no body. A computer (Desktop or Laptop)
cannot move by its own and if we give input then it will process that to provide out put. So in
general we can say all the work is done by the “head” which is the computer [2]. If we compare
the Computer (which includes hardware and software) with Rahu then there are lot of
similarities which lead to a vast area of research. There are many things which can be
predicted only by comparing Rahu with the Computer. Computers became a big evolution
only after 90’s especially in India. So the horoscopes of people who are born much before this
era cannot be taken as computers were even not introduced at that time. So here the
horoscopes of the people living in this age of computers is taken into account. It is well known
that the 6th house is for job creation and job opportunity. In the horoscope of Bill Gates, Rahu
occupies the 6th house. It is well known that Mr. Gates has created Microsoft which
empowered the computer industry. He also created lots of job opportunity. So Rahu in 6th
house made that person inclined towards computer and job opportunity will be created for
software field or hardware field. An example is given in Figure 1 which represents a horoscope
of me and I got two software job in the period of Rahu Mahadasha –Rahu Dasha (from 15-022011 to 28-10-2013)
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Fig 1: Horoscope of Mine
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is well known for the outstanding animated graphics movies.
Because of this Walt Disney became a very famous
entrepreneur earning a lot of profit and creating lots of jobs
for young generation. It should be taken into account that
Rahu is in which house, Rahu aspects which planet. But in
general Rahu will lead to some kind of relation with
computer. Before 1990s the computer has less impact but
after that the computer became an essential part of world.
Disney studio also became famous in 1990s with the release
of animated movies like Beuty and the Beast, Aladin etc [3].

Entrepreneurship
If Rahu is in the 2nd house the definitely it will create some
opportunity for making money with the help of computers.
The horoscope of Walt Disney is shown in figure 2 and Rahu
is in 2nd house which aspects the 6th house (house of job) and
9th house (house of earning). We all know Walt Disney
initiated the world of Animation (Cartoon Movies) and it
became worldwide popular. Rahu is in the house of Venus
and it represents Computer in the field of creativity (in terms
of movies). Animation requires computers and Disney studio

Fig 2: Horoscope of Walt Disney [3].
lord. We all know Mark Zukerberg has created the Facebook
social networking site and it would not have possible without
the help of computer programming.

Figure 3 shows the horoscope of Mark Zuckerberg who is the
CEO of Facebook [4]. In the birth chart Rahu is in 2nd house
and it is with Sun in the sign of Taraus and Venus is the house

Fig 3: Horoscope of Mark Zuckerberg [5].

Any combination of Rahu and Mercury will give a command
over computer language, any combination of Rahu and Mars
will lead to the field of Engineering where computers play a
vital role. Different outcomes related to computer field will
come if Rahu is the in the birth chart.

This means if a person has been doing correct things without
corruption but not getting appropriate result then his fortune
will shine like a bright star. Most favorable result will come
into picture. But if a person has been doing lots of things to
get profit with the help of corruption then at this time most
negative result may come. He may be either sentenced to jail
or a death penalty. This inverse return will cause the most
extreme results. It is a very sensitive period of time.

Inverse Return
It generally represents the transit of ketu over natal Rahu and
transit of Rahu over natal Ketu [6, 7]. Rahu represents
attachment, fluctuation, smoke, illusion, spark, computer,
gambling etc and Ketu represents detachment, devotion,
Moksha etc. When this inverse return occurs we can say in
general that the either negative with negative will give rise to
positive or positive with negative will give rise to negative.

Conclusion
Rahu can be related to the computer and the inverse return of
Rahu and Ketu always brings extreme results in natives life.
At some point of time the native may experience the computer
related things either the benefic or malefic effects.
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